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Introduction
Reproducibility is the touchstone of the scientific method and one of the strongest norms of
the research community.1 In order to be accepted as scientific fact, results of an experiment must
be reproducible by an independent operator following the description given by the original
inventor.2 The inability of others to reproduce results described in a scientific publication can
often ruin a scientist’s reputation because the lack of reproducibility or operability of published
procedures can be evidence of sloppiness or outright fabrication.3 One of the formal penalties
for publishing unreproducible or inoperable research is a forced retraction of a publication, or at
least a correction that accurately describes the published experiment.4 Occasionally, researchers
who author unreproducible experiments can be stripped of their doctoral degrees. However,
this remedy is generally limited to cases involving evidence of fraudulent behavior.5 These
penalties underscore the importance of the reproducibility norm in the research community.
Verifiability is closely bound to reproducibility. The concept of verifiability has a long
pedigree in the philosophy of science,6 but, for the purposes of this Article, I will adopt a
functional, in-the-trenches definition of verifiability. Simply, verifiability is the ability of a
follow-on researcher to confirm that he or she has successfully reproduced the original
experiment. In scientific publications that describe syntheses of chemical compounds, for
example, the original researcher is typically required to provide enough data to characterize the
published compounds.7 The characterization requirement compels the original researcher to
give evidence supporting his or her results and benefits other researchers in the field by
empowering them to confirm that they have made the same compound as the pioneering
worker.8 If analytical techniques for positively identifying the compound could not be
employed or were not available, the researcher must indicate this deficiency in the publication
and describe possible ambiguities in the structure of the compound. The inability to provide
data that positively identify a chemical compound can result in the rejection of a publication
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during the peer review process.9 For certain inorganic compounds, for example, the absence of
a crystal structure can often bar publication in a prestigious journal because reviewers or editors
do not really “believe” the result.10 The chemistry community enforces the requirement of
verifiability by mandating positive characterization of published compounds because it strives
to ensure that published research is well-supported and reproducible. The added virtue of
verifiability is that it allows follow-on researchers to confirm the identity of a published
compound even if they make it by a route different from that described in the original
publication. Thus, for example, a chemist can use the available identification data to prove that
a compound he or she has synthesized in the laboratory is exactly the same as that extracted
from a plant or animal source.11
U.S. patent law does not directly mandate reproducibility or verifiability as requirements
for patentability, but it does recognize their importance by requiring that the specification of a
patent teach others skilled in the art to practice the patented invention.12 Section 112 of the
Patent Act states, in relevant part:
The specification shall contain a written description of the invention, and of the manner
and process of making and using it, in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms as to enable
any person skilled in the art to which it pertains, or with which it is most nearly connected,
to make and use the same . . . .13

Courts have held that, if a person skilled in the art must engage in “undue
experimentation” to make and use the patented invention, the patent would be found invalid
for lack of enablement.14 Under this standard, patents that claim unreproducible or inoperable
results are, a fortiori, invalid for lack of enablement, for others skilled in the art cannot practice
the invention.15 One court described the undue experimentation doctrine as a tool for
invalidating patents and screening out patent applications disclosing results that are
“unpredictable and unreliable.”16 This doctrine is consistent with the disclosure17 and public
notice18 functions of the patent document.
Indeed, inventors who try to patent an
19
unreproducible invention or whose specification is inoperable fail to hold up their end of the
bargain inherent in the patent system.20 A patent containing such a non-enabling disclosure is
of very little value to the public.21 Moreover, if the specification does not provide enough
information for follow-on researchers of ordinary skill in the art to verify that what they have
made is identical to the claimed product, the notice function of the patent document is not
fulfilled.22 Without adequate indicia of verifiability, follow-on researchers have no way of
knowing if they infringe the patent’s claims.
There is another, related way in which patent law pays heed to the norm of reproducibility
and the concomitant requirements of operability and verifiability. In order for a patent claim to
be properly rejected for failing to satisfy the novelty requirements of § 102 of the Patent Act, the
potentially anticipatory prior art must contain an enabling disclosure.23 To determine whether
prior art is enabling, courts deploy the undue experimentation inquiry used for ascertaining
compliance with the § 112 ¶ 1 enablement requirement.24 How does this requirement apply in
practice to the chemical arts? The Manual of Patent Examining Procedure states that “a
reference does not contain an enabling disclosure if attempts at making the compound or
composition were unsuccessful before the date of the invention.”25 An applicant can, therefore,
counter an examiner’s § 102 (novelty) rejection of a claim by producing evidence of trying and
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failing to practice (i.e., successfully perform) experiments according to the instructions given in
the prior art.26 Thus, reproducibility and operability bear directly on the determination of
whether prior art contains an enabling disclosure.
Of course, patentability requirements differ in many significant respects from those of
scientific publications. For one thing, a scientific publication typically has to describe an
actually completed experiment, while a patent specification does not. A detailed experimental
description followed by “prophetic examples” can satisfy the enablement requirement, even if
no laboratory work has taken place.27 Thus, a polymer chemist can patent a method of
polymerizing ethylene with a novel catalyst and include a prophetic example describing, for
instance, predicted molecular weight and viscosity characteristics of a polymer that the catalyst
is expected to produce. Many commentators have bemoaned these so-called paper patents and
the resulting disconnect between scientific and legal norms; some have called for a return to, or
at least greater use of, the “working prototype” model of enablement, by which an inventor
would have to provide evidence of actual reduction to practice to the United States Patent and
Trademark Office (USPTO).28 Nevertheless, such patent reform may deprive the world of
valuable inventions.29 After all, once it is confirmed that a predicted experiment in a paper
patent works as described and produces the claimed results without undue experimentation,
the rest of the world will benefit from the disclosure.30 Indeed, perfect correspondence between
the reproducibility norm and the statutory enablement requirement is neither practical nor
desirable, and courts have conceded as much.31 There is a way, however, in which the
enablement requirement of patent law can become more closely aligned with the norms of the
research community.32 For patents claiming subject matter that is inherently difficult to
characterize and verify, the law should encourage changes in claiming practice that reflect the
relatively low enabling value of the disclosure associated with claims to such products. As
explained above, some degree of correspondence between reproducibility and patentability is
inevitable and necessary if patents are to serve their disclosure and notice functions.33
This Article maintains that the enablement requirement of § 112 ¶ 1, as informed by the
reproducibility norm, calls for narrower claims to some inventions in the biotechnological arts.34
In particular, this Article makes the case for more frequent use of process limitations in
composition-of-matter (hereinafter, “composition”) claims to biological and biochemical
inventions. The Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit (Federal Circuit) has very recently
settled a long-standing split of authority between two of its panels, holding in an en banc
opinion that process limitations35 in composition claims count for the purpose of determining
infringement.36 Thus, an accused product has to embody all the elements of a composition
claim, including a process or source element if the claim has one, to infringe the claim.37 Now
that composition claims with process limitations have clear legal significance, it is worth
considering whether these claims are appropriate for biotechnology inventions where the
process of preparing a claimed composition is intimately tied to the invention’s reproducibility
and operability. For claims to compositions whose properties or structures are highly processor source-dependent, process or source limitations may provide the most effective avenue to
ensure that those skilled in the art are enabled to practice “the full scope of the claimed
invention.”38
In Part I of this Article, I will discuss the primacy of the claim in defining the patentee’s
legal rights and explain the jurisprudence of product-by-process claims. Part I will also
consider the implications of the Sandoz decision, which clarified the legal status of claims with
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process limitations in infringement analysis and created an apparent divergence between
novelty and infringement standards for such claims.39 Part II will lay out the challenges for
reproducibility and verifiability of certain types of inventions in biotechnological arts,
particularly biosynthetic proteins. With references to shortcomings of presently available
analytical techniques and the problem of follow-on biologics, this Part will consider when and
whether adequate enablement of broad composition claims directed to such inventions is
possible. This Part will then argue for the appropriateness of a regime that involves more
frequent use of process limitations for some inventions of biotechnology, with reference to the
well-known case of Amgen Inc. v. Hoechst Marion Roussel, Inc.40 The focus of this Part is to
determine whether composition claims with process limitations ensure compliance with the
enablement requirement, as examined through the lens of the reproducibility norm. Finally,
Part III will consider whether claims with process or source limitations offer too little protection
to the patentees, effectively limiting them to claiming actual inventions and nothing more. This
Part will also suggest how the USPTO can ensure that patent applicants will use process
limitations when they are appropriate.

I.

Process Elements as Enforceable Limitations on Patent Claims

A. The Basics of Patent Claims

In U.S. patent law, claims define the scope of legal protection that the federal government
grants to the owner or exclusive licensee of a patent.41 Judge Giles Rich of the Federal Circuit
famously wrote that “the name of the game is the claim”42 and courts have followed this
maxim.43 Some commentators have argued that courts may engage in overzealous interpretive
efforts and, in so doing, undermine the primacy of the claim by reading in limitations from the
specification.44 Nevertheless, claims remain the touchstone of USPTO’s determinations of
patentability and of courts’ rulings on validity and infringement because “[t]he language of the
claim frames and ultimately resolves all issues of claim interpretation.”45
The types of patent claims that one encounters roughly reflect very general requirements of
the Patent Act, which sets out patentable subject matter as “any new and useful process,
machine, manufacture, or composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement
thereof . . . .”46 Preambles of claims mirror these statutory categories, as one frequently
encounters process claims (“a method for . . . “; “a process for . . .”), machine or device claims
(“an apparatus for . . .”; “a device comprising . . .”), and composition claims (“a mixture
comprising . . .”; “a compound having the formula . . .”). The preamble is followed by claim
elements or limitations,47 which delimit the scope of the claim so that it satisfies statutory
novelty,48 non-obviousness,49 and disclosure50 requirements. An example is helpful to illustrate
how limitations work: In a claim that reads, “a mixture comprising from about 80% to about
95% by weight of polyethylene and from about 5% to about 20% by weight of atactic
polypropylene,” the amounts and identities of polymers that make up the mixture are the claim
limitations. Because “[a] claim covers an accused device if the device embodies every limitation
of the claim,”51 a mixture that comprises 87% polyethylene and 13% atactic polypropylene
literally infringes our fictitious claim. A mixture that comprises 85% polyethylene, 10% atactic
polypropylene, and 5% some other substance also infringes. In contrast, a mixture that
comprises 50% polyethylene and 50% atactic polypropylene does not infringe. Also not
infringing are mixtures that comprise 87% polyethylene and 13% polybutylene or 87%
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polyethylene and 13% isotactic polypropylene, since these compositions do not embody both
polyethylene and atactic polyproplyene limitations of the claim.
Chemical and biological inventions are typically claimed as compositions, processes, or
both. For example, a synthetic chemist who makes a previously unknown molecule X can likely
obtain claims for both “a compound having formula X” and “a process for synthesizing the
compound having formula X.” Composition claims are considered to be much more powerful
than process claims because such claims may severely limit the ability of follow-on researchers
to design around the patented invention.52 Thus, one can avoid infringing a process claim on a
molecule by inventing a different process for preparing the same molecule, but the same
strategy will not work for avoiding infringement of a composition claim. The owner of a patent
with composition claims can assert the patent against an inventor who makes the molecule by
another process, even if the follow-on process is much more efficient.53 For example, the
owners of an original patent on polypropylene, who claimed “normally solid polypropylene,”
successfully asserted their claims against subsequent researchers who synthesized the polymer
by methods that significantly improved on the methods used by the patentees.54 In addition to
a robust right to exclude generally provided by composition claims,55 patentees also favor such
claims because their infringement is typically easier to detect than that of process claims.56
B.

Process Limitations on Composition Claims and the Sandoz Decision

Given the potentially very broad coverage afforded to composition claims, determination
of appropriate limitations for this type of a claim is particularly important. As indicated in the
polyethylene/polypropylene example above, one kind of a composition claim limitation goes to
the constituent parts of the composition. Yet another kind of a limitation can be based on
physical or structural characteristics of the composition, such as glass transition (or melting)
temperature or crystallinity of a polymer. For example, a claim may read, “crystalline
polypropylene having glass transition temperature of 130 ºC or higher” (physical limitations in
italics). Functional limitations (e.g., “polyethylene capable of being molded into a rigid container”)
can also be used, although courts have sometimes been suspicious of claims containing only
functional limitations.57
A special, rather controversial, type of a limitation that sometimes occurs in composition
claims is a process limitation, which refers to the product by a process by which it was made;
analogously, a source limitation refers to the product by a source from which it was derived.58
A composition claim with a process limitation has the general form “a material prepared by a
process comprising the steps of . . .” or “product X obtained by process Y.”59 Similarly, a composition
claim with a source limitation has the form “product X obtained from source Z.” While these
kinds of claims are considered “pure” product-by-process claims (when no physical, structural,
or other types of limitations are used at all),60 one also encounters claims of the form “product X
having property M obtained by process Y” or “product X having property N obtained from
source Z.”61
Until very recently, there was a split of authority in the Federal Circuit as to whether
process elements are legally effective for the purpose of determining patent infringement. That
is, it was unclear if product X prepared by process Z literally infringes the claim to “product X
obtainable by process Y.” One line of authority stemmed from Scripps Clinic & Research
Foundation v. Genentech, Inc.,62 which had held that the factual scenario described above
warrants a finding of infringement. The fundamental rationale for the Scripps decision is
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predicated on the maxim that “claims must be construed the same way for validity and for
infringement.”63 Since it is well established that a composition claim to a known product
prepared by a new process is invalid under § 102 of the Patent Act,64 the infringement-validity
maxim leads to the result, achieved by the Scripps panel, that process elements should not limit
the scope of a claim to a novel product. That is, because process elements cannot impart
novelty to a composition claim directed to a known product, the Scripps panel reasoned that
such elements, when they are directed to a novel product, should not constrain the reach of the
composition claim in infringement analysis. Scripps held: “[T]he correct reading of product-byprocess claims is that they are not limited to product prepared by the process set forth in the
claims.”65
Another line of authority stemmed from Atlantic Thermoplastics Co., Inc. v. Faytex Corp.,66
which had held that, if an accused infringer of a composition claim with a process limitation can
show that the product was made by a different process, then no finding of infringement is
warranted. The fundamental rationale for Atlantic Thermoplastics is that “infringement requires
the presence of every claim limitation or its equivalent” in the accused device or product, and
that the Scripps decision has the undesirable effect of reading out a claim limitation.67 The
Federal Circuit initially refused to hear the Atlantic Thermoplastics case en banc to resolve the
apparent conflict between the Scripps and Atlantic Thermoplastics panels, leaving district courts
with the choice of which line of authority to follow.68 After 17 years of uncertainty, the Abbott
Laboratories v. Sandoz, Inc. decision explicitly overruled Scripps and affirmed Atlantic
Thermoplastics, holding that process elements in composition claims are effective as limitations
in infringement analysis.69
In Sandoz, the Federal Circuit heard a consolidated appeal of two district court rulings that
concerned brand-generic litigation based on the generic manufacturers’ Abbreviated New Drug
Applications (ANDAs).70 The lawsuits implicated Abbott’s patent on a crystalline form of a
chemical compound called cefdinir, a broad-spectrum antibiotic marketed under the brand
name Omnicef®,71 and accused products made by two different generics manufacturers. The
first ruling, from the Eastern District of Virginia,72 was a declaratory judgment action ending in
summary judgment finding that defendants did not infringe Abbott’s patent, and the second,
from the Northern District of Illinois,73 was a denial of a motion for a preliminary injunction
based on the claim construction that led to the first ruling. Abbott appealed both rulings and
challenged the claim construction that limited the scope of asserted cefdinir composition claims
to a specific crystalline form (Crystal A) of cefdinir, which is a polymorphic compound (i.e., it
can crystallize in several different forms).74 The accused infringers manufactured a different
crystalline form of cefdinir, Crystal B. A Federal Circuit panel affirmed the claim construction
of the Eastern District of Virginia and upheld its summary judgment ruling of noninfringement; likewise, the panel upheld the Northern District of Illinois’ denial of a
preliminary injunction.75 Although this was not necessary to resolve the controversy, the court
decided sua sponte to use the case as an opportunity to lay down a definitive rule for proper
interpretation of composition claims with process limitations in the en banc part of the
opinion.76
The claims in the ‘507 patent that contain processes limitations deal with chemical subject
matter.77 All three independent claims (Claims 1, 2, and 5) are directed to a product called
“crystalline
7-[2-(2-aminothiazol-4-yl)-2-hydroxyiminoacetamido]-3-vinyl-3-cephem-4carboxylic acid (syn isomer)”; the terms after the word “crystalline” represent the systematic
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chemical name for cefdinir.78 One additional limitation in Claim 1 is simply a listing of peaks in
the powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) spectrum of a specific crystalline polymorph of cefdinir,
Crystal A.79 Claims 2 and 5, however, include process limitations that the court addressed in the
en banc ruling. The subject matter of Claim 2 is directed to cefdinir “obtainable by acidifying
the solution containing [the chemical precursor to cefdinir] at room temperature or under
warming.”80 Claim 5 is directed to cefdinir “obtainable by dissolving [the chemical precursor to
cefdinir] in an alcohol, continuing to stir the solution slowly under warming, then cooling the
solution to room temperature and allowing the solution to stand.”81 Claims 3 and 4 depend
from Claim 2, and are therefore subject to the same analysis as Claim 2.
Before addressing the Sandoz analysis of process limitations in detail, it is helpful to explain
why the patentees likely chose to draft the claims in this format. As it turns out, the patentees
held another patent on cefdinir,82 but the claims of the earlier patent did not specify the
crystallinity properties of the compound. Thus, crystallinity of the cefdinir claimed in the ‘507
patent apparently helped bolster the argument for novelty and non-obviousness of the subject
matter of the patent. The patentees did face a non-final obviousness (§ 103) rejection of the
claims of the ‘507 patent, with the examiner arguing that “different forms of the same
compounds are presumptively non-patentable.”83 The applicants, however, countered by
arguing that “the crystalline form is unknown, unobvious, and productive of unexpected
advantageous results.”84 The applicants emphasized that “utility of [the] crystalline product is
not the same as the utility of the amorphous product of [the earlier patent],” including increased
potency and purity of the crystalline cedfinir relative to the amorphous cefdinir disclosed in the
prior art.85 The patentees also pointed out that the “method of preparation of the crystalline form
of the presently claimed compounds is not considered the heart of the present invention. The
crystalline form of the compound represents the inventive concept thereof, and it is clear that
[the earlier patent] does not anticipate or suggest said crystalline form.”86 Curiously, however,
the application as originally filed also included claims to methods of synthesizing cefdinir
(Claims 6–9) that paralleled the composition Claims 2–5.87 In the examiner interview, the
examiner maintained the view that “claims 6–9 were substantial duplicates of 2–5 and that
cancellation of claims 6–9 would render the case allowable.”88
The en banc court did not reach the question of novelty or non-obviousness of Claims 2–5,
since the accused generic drug manufacturers focused their defense on non-infringement
(which, as noted above,89 was successful even without resorting to the analysis of process
limitations). The court, with Judge Rader writing for the majority, instead went on to clarify the
infringement analysis of product claims with process limitations and, relying on various
Supreme Court, Circuit Court, and Court of Customs and Patent Appeals precedents, held that
“the Eastern District of Virginia correctly construed the process limitations beginning with
‘obtainable by’ in claims 2–5 as limiting the asserted claims to products made by those process
steps.”90 Ultimately, the rationale of the en banc majority was similar to that of the Atlantic
Thermoplastics panel, whose opinion was also authored by Judge Rader, as the court held that
the Scripps rule led to the impermissible result of reading limitations out of claims.91 Judge
Newman filed a scathing 20-page dissent (with Judges Lourie and Mayer joining) with her own
assessment of the precedents cited by the majority, and argued that applicants who are unable
to claim a novel and non-obvious product using structural or physical limitations should not be
forced to seek composition claims weakened by process limitations.92 The dissent’s rationale
was similar to that of Scripps, which Judge Newman wrote,93 as well as to her dissent from the
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denial of the rehearing en banc of Atlantic Thermoplastics.94 In addition to noting that the Sandoz
holding violated the infringement-validity maxim,95 she argued against the majority’s rejection
of the rule of necessity, which had given patentees full composition claim protections when
they did not have enough information about their products to draft claims with structural
limitations.96 Another potential problem of the en banc holding, as noted by Judge Newman,
was that process-related phrases that merely serve a definitional purpose may be read as
limitations, resulting in unwarranted narrowing of claim scope.97
Judge Lourie filed a separate dissent that characterized the Supreme Court cases cited by
the majority, some of which reached back into the Nineteenth Century, as simply inapposite
given the difficulty of analogizing them to modern-day factual patterns involving complex
chemical and biotechnological inventions.98 However, it must be added that the court did not
rely exclusively on very old cases. For example, the majority cited Warner-Jenkinson, a relatively
recent Supreme Court decision dealing with the doctrine of equivalents, for the proposition that
“[e]ach element contained in a patent claim is deemed material to defining the scope of the
patented invention.”99
C. Why Use Process Limitations After Sandoz?

Given the apparently diminished level of protection afforded by composition claims with
process limitations (arguably after Atlantic Thermoplastics and certainly after Sandoz), it is worth
returning to the question of why patentees may want to use such limitations at all. According
to Judge Newman, process-type limitations have been used in three general types of scenarios.
The first is a situation “where the product is new and unobvious, but is not capable of
independent definition.”100 These circumstances force the use of what Judge Newman called
“true” product-by-process claims, where the process limitation is the primary and perhaps the
only limitation.101 The second scenario arises “when the product is old or obvious, but the
process is new.”102 In this case, the claim is best treated as a pure process claim masking as a
product claim, with no protection at all afforded to the product. Finally, Judge Newman
identified a third set of circumstances, “when the product is new and unobvious, but has a
process-based limitation.”103 This characterization implies that there are non-process-based
limitations in this type of a claim; the claim, however, also includes process elements, which
may serve a definitional or a descriptive purpose, or may be necessary for patentability.
Judge Newman’s dissent from the rehearing en banc did not say much about this third type
of a claim, but it is perhaps the most interesting of the three. While structural or other
limitations can be present in this hybrid claim, these limitations, by themselves, are somehow
deficient, and additional process-based limitations become necessary. If one excludes sloppy
claim drafting, some logical reasons for introducing such limitations may involve improved
prospects for meeting novelty, non-obviousness, and/or disclosure requirements, and perhaps
even attaining a claim that affords broader coverage than a corresponding claim with a highly
restrictive structural limitation. In both such cases, it stands to reason that process elements
should have the full legal force of a claim limitation, restricting claim scope in infringement
analysis.
In this light, it is instructive to examine the patent-in-suit in Sandoz, because process
limitations in two of the claims of that patent could have been plausibly introduced to improve
both prospects for patentability and to increase scope of claim coverage relative to an analogous
structurally-limited claim. Independent Claims 2 and 5, which contain process limitations, also
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include structural limitations—the claims, after all, are to “crystalline 7-[2-(2-aminothiazol-4-yl)2-hydroxyiminoacetamido]-3-vinyl-3-cephem-4-carboxylic acid (syn isomer).” The chemical
name of cefdinir refers to a precise, structurally well-defined chemical entity, which is limited
by the type and arrangement of atoms that make up the cefdinir molecule; “crystalline” further
physically limits cefdinir to a specific morphology. In the prior art patent, the same chemical
compound was disclosed and claimed (in Claim 2), but no physical property, such as
crystallinity or amorphousness, was described in the specification or in the claim.104
It is likely that the patentees were concerned that, if they were to try for a claim in the latter
patent that read “Crystalline cefdinir, period,” the USPTO would consider it anticipated or
obvious in view of the prior art disclosure of the genus of “cefdinir.” While precedent exists
that disclosure of a genus does not necessarily render a species within the genus anticipated
and/or obvious,105 it is unlikely that the patentees would have been able to convince the
examiner that the entire “crystalline cefdinir” subgenus of “cefdinir,” and not just the species
that they actually claimed, is patentable given the generic cefdinir disclosure in the earlier
patent. After all, given the research they have done, the patentees could plausibly argue only
that two specific crystalline forms of cefdinir (Crystal A and Crystal B), which they describe in
the specification, offer unexpected potency and stability properties.106 The patentees had no
evidence that other crystalline forms of cefdinir even existed, let alone had any beneficial
utilities. So, presumably to avoid a § 102 or § 103 rejection, the patentees saw fit to limit the
“crystalline cefdinir” genus to those species produced by the two specific processes recited in
Claims 2 and 5.107 In addition, in Claim 1, the patentees limited the “crystalline cefdinir” genus
to a species with a particular PXRD signature.108
It is not difficult to see that Claims 2 and 5 potentially afford greater scope than Claim 1.
After all, the PXRD data in Claim 1 clearly excludes Crystal B and explicitly limits the claim to
Crystal A because the claimed PXRD signature corresponds uniquely to Crystal A of cefdinir.109
In contrast, it is possible (and the patentees so argued in the district court proceedings) that both
Crystal A and Crystal B, and maybe other cefdinir crystal morphologies, are covered by Claims
2 and 5, which have process limitations but do not constrain the morphology of the claimed
material to a unique crystal type. If it turned out to be very difficult to produce crystalline
forms of cefdinir by other processes, Claims 2 and 5 would have been more powerful than
Claim 1, in spite of their process limitations! Of course, this issue became moot when the
Federal Circuit affirmed the district court’s claim construction that limited the scope of Claims 2
and 5 to only the Crystal A form in view of a restrictive definition in the specification; the
accused generics manufacturers produced form B.110 Nevertheless, it is at least conceivable, in
light of the prosecution history of the ‘507 patent, that process limitations can be favorable to
patentees in terms of imparting novelty or non-obviousness to claims, and potentially providing
broader claim scope relative to highly restrictive structural limitations.
While the above analysis illustrates that composition claims with process limitations can be
useful for complying with novelty and non-obviousness requirements, this Article argues that
such limitations can also help patent applicants comply with the enablement requirement of
§ 112 ¶ 1. While applicants can often satisfy disclosure requirements by submitting a
sufficiently detailed specification, an equally valid and sometimes the only strategy for avoiding
an enablement rejection by the USPTO, or a ruling of invalidity for lack of enablement in
litigation, is to narrow the scope of the claims.111 Indeed, narrowing of claims is appropriate
where the specification simply cannot support a broad composition claim so as to ensure
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enablement of the “full scope of the invention.”112 In particular, the third type of composition
claim with process limitations identified by Judge Newman,113 which contains some structural
and some process-based limitations, is uniquely appropriate for claiming certain products of
biotechnology.

II. Process Limitations for Products of Biotechnology
A. Chemical Composition Claim as an Infinite Genus of Processes

In order to demonstrate that process limitations appropriately constrain the scope of claims
directed to certain kinds of inventions, it is instructive to consider the difference between
relatively small molecules claimed in pharmaceutical inventions on the one hand, and large
molecules claimed in biotechnological inventions on the other. Small-molecule chemicals, such
as those used in pharmaceutical applications, have precisely defined structures, usually
included in claims as a chemical drawing or a name that follows the rules of systematic
nomenclature, as seen above with cefdinir.114 Chemical drawings or names, in themselves,
contain a wealth of information about the molecule, including its precise atomic composition,
molecular weight, and connectivity of atoms that can be ascertained by various techniques.
Given this structural precision, the identity of molecules produced in two different laboratories
can be confirmed using established analytical methods such as nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopy, mass spectrometry, and elemental analysis.115 If the disclosure provides data that
tends to establish the structure and composition of the claimed molecule, or if the data can be
obtained and interpreted in a routine manner by those skilled in the chemical arts, follow-on
researchers can readily confirm the reproducibility and operability of the claimed invention. At
the very least, armed with the depicted chemical structure or a systematic chemical name, along
with the data for verifying the structure, follow-on researchers can check if the chemical patent
complies with the § 101 requirement of operable utility—that is, if the invention actually
works.116
Verifiability of chemical structures, however, has legal implications beyond simply
allowing follow-on researchers to confirm that the invention is operable. Recall that § 112
requires not only that the patentee teach how to make the claimed invention, but also how to
use it.117 Therefore, enablement of the “full scope of the claimed invention” necessarily
constitutes enablement of “how to use” the invention across the full scope of the claim for at
least one utility asserted in the patent.118 In order for a claim to comply with the “how to use”
prong of the enablement requirement, the specification must teach those of ordinary skill in the
art how to select useful and operable embodiments of the claim without undue
experimentation.119
One way to understand a claim to “molecule X” is to view it as an infinite genus
comprising the species “molecule X obtained by process A,” “molecule X obtained by process
B,” “molecule X produced by process C,” and so on.120 Generally, a composition claim to a
chemical compound is granted even if only one process for making it is described in the
specification.121 While patent law can often be suspicious of claims to a genus when only one
species is disclosed,122 courts and the USPTO do not raise the issue of “enablement of the full
genus of processes” for composition claims directed to chemical compounds that are
structurally well-defined. Claims of the type “molecule X” usually do not face such challenges
because the genus “molecule X obtained by process A, B, C, etc.” is not so “diverse and
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complicated”123 as to lead an examiner to doubt whether one of ordinary skill in the art can
“practice the invention across the entire scope of the claim.”124 Given the advanced state of
analytical techniques for confirming structures of molecules, follow-on researchers need possess
only ordinary skill to verify that molecule X that they obtained by process B is the same as the
claimed “molecule X” that was produced by process A disclosed in the patent’s specification.
Having confirmed the identity of the molecule, follow-on researchers can be reasonably
confident that a copy of the patented molecule, even if made by a process different from that
described in the original disclosure, will have the same utilities as those asserted in the original
patent.125 In this way, disclosure of the structure of molecule X, along with a recitation of its
utility, helps teach follow-on researchers how to use the claimed invention across the infinite
genus of possible processes that produce molecule X.126 The expected identity of utilities of
identical chemical compounds, regardless of the process by which they were made, has the
salutary effect of spurring after-arising technologies involving improved methods for making
desired molecules.127 Knowing, for example, that a patented compound that is made in limited
amounts by extraction from an exotic plant source is expected to have the same utilities as a
structurally identical compound that is synthesized in the laboratory,128 researchers who read
the patent claiming the compound will be encouraged to prepare it on a large scale by a fully
synthetic method.129
B.

Issues with Enablement of Biotechnological Inventions

The enablement landscape is quite different for biotechnological products that function as
drugs, such as proteins made by recombinant deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) techniques.130
Before addressing the differences between biosynthetic proteins and small-molecule
pharmaceuticals, however, it is worth noting the similarities. In a landmark 1991 case dealing
with biotechnology patents, the Federal Circuit correctly noted that “a gene is a chemical
compound, albeit a complex one” in the context of determining when an invention was
conceived for the purpose of determining priority.131 This statement also applies to proteins,
which are very large and complex chemical compounds. The critical differences between
pharmaceuticals and proteins, relevant for evaluating enablement of claims to the two types of
chemical compounds, relate to the state of the art for characterizing and verifying structures of
the latter.
First, as already noted, proteins are generally much larger than organic molecules that
serve as active ingredients of pharmaceutical drugs.132 For example, paroxetine, a well-known
small-molecule pharmaceutical drug marketed under the brand name Paxil®, has the molecular
weight of 329.4 grams per mole in its free-base form,133 while growth hormone, a protein and a
biological drug, has the molecular weight of approximately 22,000 grams per mole in one of its
forms.134 What this means in practice is that the latter has many more atoms than the former,
which leads to uncertainties about the connectivity of the atoms and the three-dimensional
structure of the protein. Large size and complexity of proteins makes it difficult for pioneering
inventors, as well as for follow-on researchers who may pursue a different process for making
the material, to to characterize its structure given the current state of analytical tools available
for protein analysis.135 Second, and perhaps more important, is the fact that recombinant
proteins are, by definition, made using the machinery of living organisms. Cell lines from
sources such as bacteria or mammalian organs are engineered (by a process called transfection,
which entails introduction of recombinant DNA that “codes” for the desired protein into the
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cell) to synthesize the desired protein.136 Because each cell line is unique, the structure and
behavior of the final protein product is highly dependent on the specific cell line used to
synthesize it.137 Size and complexity of proteins and the unpredictable nature of their cellmediated production implicate the problems of verifiability and reproducibility discussed in the
Introduction.138 An article on regulation of the drugs of biotechnology aptly describes these
problems:
Because of the differences in production and size between biologics and chemical drugs, as
well as the unique cellular source of biologics, it is nearly impossible to make truly identical
copies of a protein using two different production cell lines. . . . This diversity is present to
an even greater degree between cell lines from different living organisms, such as bacteria,
mammalian organs, yeast, and other sources. . . . The complexity of the biologic molecule,
its sensitivity to production, and the challenges associated with characterization result in its
being defined primarily in terms of its manufacturing method.139

This state of affairs presents two significant problems for follow-on researchers who wish
to take advantage of the teachings of a patent that includes a broad composition claim to a
recombinant protein (i.e., a protein made using recombinant DNA). First, because currently
available analytical techniques may not always allow one to determine structures of large
proteins with precision, follow-on researchers sometimes cannot verify, even after extensive
experimentation, if they have reproduced the experiment and made the patented
composition.140 Second, because of the high degree of process dependence in the cell-mediated
synthesis of biologics, it is quite possible that an attempt to make the patented protein by a
different method will yield a product that lacks the asserted utility of the claimed invention.141
Difficulties in reproducing biological processes, such as cell-mediated syntheses of large
proteins, largely explain why it has taken a long time to for Congress to pass biosimilars
legislation.142 Indeed, the contours of the Pathway for Biosimilars Act that was recently signed
into law143 are very different from those of the legal regime for the approval of generics of smallmolecule drugs, given the need to monitor immunogenic response and efficacy of follow-on
products after they are introduced in the marketplace.144 Because of the limitations of analytical
techniques in determining protein structure and the unpredictability of behavior of biosynthetic
products, the FDA cannot be sure that follow-on biologic drugs will have the same clinical
properties and safety profiles as the branded, patented products. “[A]s of today, the FDA has
not determined how interchangeability can be established for complex proteins. Different large
protein products, with similar molecular compositions may behave differently in people and
substitution of one for another may result in serious health outcomes.”145
Of course, standards of compliance with FDA regulations are not coextensive with the
patent law’s enablement requirement.146 Yet process-related differences in the behavior of
biotechnological inventions motivate further investigation into whether specifications can
adequately support broad protein composition claims across the full scope of processes for
making the claimed subject matter. In particular, given the potential differences in utilities of
protein products made by different processes, it is worth analyzing under what circumstances
such claims can satisfy the “how to use” prong of the enablement requirement.147
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C. Toward Process Limitations in Biotechnological Inventions

Difficulties in determining precise structures of proteins, as detailed above in Part II.B,
provide the initial motivation for proposing that process limitations are appropriate in claims to
protein compositions. As the Sandoz court noted, “if an inventor invents a product whose
structure is either not fully known or too complex to analyze . . . this court clarifies that the
inventor is absolutely free to use process steps to define this product.”148 Furthermore, to
support generic claims in arts that are considered unpredictable, such as chemistry and
biochemistry, patent law generally requires a description of more than one working species of
the genus.149 As the MPEP puts it, “in applications directed to inventions in arts where the
results are unpredictable, the disclosure of a single species usually does not provide an
adequate basis to support generic claims . . . . [In unpredictable arts], it is not obvious from the
disclosure of one species, what other species will work.”150
This principle is related to the holding of the venerable Incandescent Lamp Patent case,
where a patent was held invalid because disclosed species of materials for use as light bulb
filaments did not support the claimed genus of “carbonized fibrous or textile material.”151 The
claim was not enabled because many species within the genus were not useful as filaments, and
the claimed genus as a whole did not seem to have a unifying property that allowed species
within it to be useful for their asserted purpose.152 Stated another way, the disclosed species,
even though they were members of the genus “carbonized fibrous or textile material,” could not
support the inductive step of concluding that other members of the genus would have the
desired utility.153 This failing was illustrated by the struggles of one follow-on researcher,
Thomas Edison, to get other members of the claimed genus to work as filaments for
incandescent light bulbs.154 In modern terms, Edison could not select operative embodiments of
the disputed claim without undue experimentation.155
Similar to the molecular chemistry example discussed above in Part II.A, the relevant
“process” genus of biosynthetic proteins is “Protein X obtained by process A, B, C, etc.” Since
biotechnological inventions are unpredictable in the sense that a different process that appears
to produce the claimed product actually may not yield a material of the same utility as the
claimed material,156 it is not clear that a specification that discloses a single process for making
Protein X enables those skilled in the art to practice and use the claimed invention across the
full range of possible processes for making Protein X. Of course, it is settled law that a patent
cannot be held invalid for lack of enablement of after-arising technology, because enablement is
measured at the time of the filing and one cannot enable something that is not yet known.157
But if several processes for preparing materials that fall within the claimed composition are
known at the time of the filing, it is reasonable that the applicant be required to disclose more
than one process for producing the claimed product that exhibits the utilities asserted in the
specification, given that proteins synthesized by different methods can have unpredictably
different properties. If the applicant does not or cannot make the requisite showing, the
composition claim to the protein product should include a process limitation or else risk
rejection or an invalidity judgment for lack of enablement.158
D. The Amgen v. Hoechst Case

One of the patents159 at issue in the well-known case of Amgen Inc. v. Hoechst Marion
Roussel, Inc.160 illustrates how a composition claim to a protein may not be fully enabled across
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the range of possible preparative processes. For example, one of the independent claims of the
patent reads as follows:
“3. A non-naturally occurring erythropoietin glycoprotein having the in vivo biological
activity of causing bone marrow cells to increase production of reticulocytes and red blood cells,
wherein said erythropoietin glycoprotein comprises the mature erythropoietin amino acid
sequence of Fig. 6.”161
At first glance, the structure of the claimed protein, erythropoietin (EPO), appears to be
defined precisely, which suggests that we should treat it no differently than claims to small
molecules where, as we saw, no process limitations are warranted. After all, proteins consist of
building blocks called amino acids, so the sequence of amino acids (as listed in Figure 6 of the
‘080 patent), which gives both the identity and the order of these building blocks, provides a
precise and verifiable structural description of the molecule.162 This characterization is
misleading, however. The claimed protein is a “glycoprotein,” which means that some of the
amino acid building blocks of the protein have various oligosaccharide moieties (i.e., sugar, or
carbohydrate, molecule fragments) attached to them.163 Therefore, Claim 3 really reads on a
large number of compositions that include the claimed amino acid sequence decorated with
varying numbers, types, and locations of sugar substituents, collectively described as
“glycosylation.”164 A protein’s glycosylation is extremely difficult to control in the course of its
cell-mediated production, but it can make all the difference in the clinical and diagnostic
utilities of the protein, which are the utilities asserted in the ‘080 patent.165
Furthermore, it is very difficult to determine the location of sugar substituents in a
glycoprotein.166 While techniques for analyzing glycosylation are improving, the best one could
do at the time the application for the ‘080 patent was filed was to figure out the aggregate
amount of the various types of oligosaccharides attached to the protein, but not necessarily their
locations.167 Difficulties with reproducibility and verifiability have made this area of science
extremely challenging; high degree of process dependence in glycoprotein synthesis is one of
the reasons why a follow-on biological drug manufacturer cannot use the regulatory route
available to generic drug manufactures to get its product approved by the FDA.168 Because
structure and bioactivity of EPO is highly-process dependent, it is worth inquiring further
whether how-to-use enablement of Claim 3 of the ‘080 patent necessitates demonstration of the
asserted utility (or utilities) of claimed EPO made with more than one process known at the
time of the filing.169
Before the enablement issue is addressed, however, the rest of Claim 3 deserves mention.
This claim includes two limitations other than the amino acid sequence (which, as we saw
above, only begins to tell the structural story of EPO): the preambular phrase “non-naturally
occurring” and the functional “biological activity” element. In evaluating the accused
infringer’s § 112 invalidity challenge to Claim 3, the court refused to read “non-naturally
occurring” as any kind of a process or source limitation, saying simply that the recitation of
“non-naturally occurring” helped the claim meet the § 101 subject matter eligibility
requirements (since naturally occurring EPO would not be patentable subject matter unless it
was isolated from a natural source and purified).170
But one wonders if the phrase “non-naturally occurring” should have had more teeth as a
limitation. “Non-naturally occurring” implies a laboratory synthesis rather than isolation from
a natural source; in the ‘080 patent, that laboratory synthesis involved transfection of host cells
with exogenous, or “foreign” DNA,171 which the specification portrays as “uniquely
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characteriz[ing]” the invention.172 In reviewing the district court’s claim construction, the
Federal Circuit did not make much of the “uniquely characterized” phrase, saying only that the
plain language of the claim did not limit it to the transfection method.173 In his dissent, Judge
Clevenger made perhaps too much of that phrase; he argued that transfection by exogenous
DNA is a “necessary element” of the claimed invention and its absence from the independent
claims should have led to a holding of invalidity for lack of enablement.174 Lack of enablement
for failure to recite a necessary claim element is a rarely invoked doctrine, which appears to be
used only when the patentee unequivocally says in the specification that the patent will not
work without it.175
Judge Clevenger’s second argument, directed to another patent at issue in the case and
based on the rationale of In re Vaeck,176 more closely addresses the enablement problem of Claim
3 of the ‘080 patent. In Vaeck, the patentees claimed, in relevant part, a “chimeric gene capable
of being expressed in Cyanobacteria cells,”177 but the working examples in the specification
taught only a single strain of cyanobacteria where the claimed expression took place.178 The
court, speaking through Judge Rich, held that “there is no reasonable correlation between the
narrow disclosure in appellants’ specification and the broad scope of protection sought in the
claims encompassing gene expression in any and all cyanobacteria.”179 The court made much of
the fact that cyanobacteria are in fact divided into multiple genera, are a “diverse and poorly
understood group of microorganisms,” and are generally unpredictable in their gene expression
behavior given how little is known about them.180 Therefore, disclosure of only one species of
cyanobacteria, and a mere mention of a few other species and genera of the organism, did not
entitle the patentees to claiming genes expressed in the whole universe of cyanobacteria.181
Analogously, Claim 3 of the ‘080 patent implicitly claims the genus of all possible methods
for making “non-naturally occurring EPO,” limited only by its amino acid sequence and the
biological function of “causing bone marrow cells to increase production of reticulocytes and
red blood cells.” At the time of the filing, several methods for making “non-naturally
occurring” EPO were available, including the transfection method that the patentee perfected
and the chemical synthesis method mentioned repeatedly in the specification of the ‘080
patent.182 In actuality, the patentee disclosed only chemical syntheses of fragments of the full
amino acid sequence of the EPO (which exhibit no asserted biological activity) rather than the
entire sequence.183 The patentee, therefore, really taught only one “species” of at least two
possible processes for making EPO, the transfection process.184
Although his argument for non-enablement of the ‘080 patent was primarily based on the
theory that the claims at issue did not recite an essential element, Judge Clevenger indicated his
general discomfort with the disclosure of only one method to support a broad composition
claim in a related patent at the outset of his Amgen dissent: he was skeptical of whether “one
means of producing synthetic EPO, namely exogenous DNA expression [or transfection]
entitles [the patentee] to claim all EPO produced by mammalian cells in culture.”185 Similarly,
disclosure of one method for producing “non-naturally occurring EPO” should not have
entitled the patentee to broadly claim, as he did in the ‘080 patent, the amino acid sequence with
the various possible glycosylation patterns and corresponding differences in utility and
performance that variations in glycosylation can cause. Crucially, this position is strengthened
by the realization, likely true now and certainly true at the time of the filing of the ‘080 patent,
that the art of protein synthesis was (and is) highly unpredictable and the correspondence in
structure between EPOs made by transfection (as disclosed in the ‘080 patent) and those made
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by other methods (like those made by the accused infringer in the Amgen case, for example)186 is
very difficult to show. Indeed, due to the unpredictability of the field and the limitations of the
synthetic and analytical arts, a person skilled in the art would understand that different
methods for synthesizing EPOs that fall within Claim 3 of the ‘080 patent may not yield
clinically and diagnostically useful materials without undue experimentation (though they may
technically “cause bone marrow cells to increase the production of reticulocytes or red blood
cells,” as the claim requires).187 The district court did not grapple with this issue: “[B]ecause the
asserted claims were to ‘compositions’ rather than ‘processes,’ ‘the specification need teach only
one mode of making and using a claimed composition.’”188 The appellate panel also thought
that one method was enough: “Amgen also described and enabled at least one method of
producing EPO that was . . . ‘non-naturally occurring’ . . . : the genetic manipulation of CHO
and COS-1 cells.”189
The district court and the Federal Circuit applied traditional small-molecule law to the
biotechnology problem at hand,190 holding that a description of one method of making the
claimed protein is sufficient to support a broad composition claim to the protein.191 While the
district court’s statement is certainly correct in regard to small-molecule chemicals of precisely
defined structure, it is less supportable when applied to large proteins at issue in the Amgen
case. In the biotechnological arts, where the structure of a product and its utility are intimately
connected to the method of its production, disclosure of one method in support of a broad
composition claim likely does not meet the “reasonable correlation”192 and “undue
experimentation”193 standards of enablement. Indeed, these standards were not met by Claim 3
of the ‘080 patent, which claimed the universe of non-naturally occurring EPOs of unknown
utility, containing an untold number of glycosylation patterns, without any process limitations.
The Federal Circuit should have reversed the district court and held the claim invalid for lack of
enablement under § 112 ¶ 1.
E.

Rescuing Claim Validity with Process Limitations

Since the patentee did not have enough information to limit the structure of EPO in Claim 3
by pinning down locations and types of glycosyl moieties on the amino acids of the protein, a
process limitation would have been a logical alternative for narrowing the claim so that it
would meet the enablement requirement. Indeed, such limitations are useful precisely when
the structure of the product is not fully known.194 Perhaps realizing that his disclosure did not
support broad composition claims, the applicant originally drafted key claims of the application
that became the ‘080 patent with process limitations.195 Of course, the applicant then tried for
something more, and the rest is history.196
Interestingly, an Amgen patent from the same family as the ‘080 patent has a dependent
claim with the kind of a process limitation that would also be appropriate for the ‘080 patent:
“3. A non-naturally occurring glycoprotein product of the expression in a mammalian host cell
of an exogenous DNA sequence comprising a DNA sequence encoding human erythropoietin, said
product possessing the in vivo biological property of causing bone marrow cells to increase
production of reticulocytes and red blood cells.”197
Note that the claim does not have the traditional process or source limitation phrasing,
such as “obtained by” or “derived from.” The emphasized portion, however, does serve as a
pair of process elements, the first limiting the source of the glycoprotein to “a mammalian host
cell” and the second limiting the triggering of cell expression (i.e., synthesis) of EPO to “an
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endogenous DNA sequence,” which captures the transfection process. To be sure, the
glycoprotein described in the claim is not immune to structural unpredictability arising from
process- or source-based variations. Glycosylation of the claimed material is still dependent on
the type of host cell used to express it, for example. Nevertheless, the two limitations in this
claim make the correlation between disclosure and scope of the claim reproduced above
significantly more reasonable than that in Claim 3 of the ‘080 patent. For example, the
specification of the ‘993 patent (which is the same as that of the ‘080 patent, as the two have the
same parent application) discloses EPO made by transfection of at least two types of
mammalian host cells: COS-1 (from kidney cells of the African green monkey carrying the SV40
genome) and CHO (from Chinese hamster ovary).198 There is no guarantee, of course, that EPO
that falls within the scope of the above claim, but is made from host cells other than COS-1 or
CHO, will have the utilities of the EPO disclosed in the examples of the ‘933 patent. The
patentee’s demonstration of production of useful EPO in two widely used cell lines from two
different mammalian species, however, makes a strong case for the enablement of the claim. As
for the “expression . . . of an exogenous DNA sequence” limitation, it is appropriate, as argued
above,199 because the patentee disclosed only one process for making the structurally
unpredictable glycoprotein.200
Thus, taking a cue from the patentee, one may revise Claim 3 of the ‘080 patent to say the
following:
A non-naturally occurring erythropoietin glycoprotein derived by an expression of an
exogenous DNA sequence in a mammalian host cell having the in vivo biological activity of causing
bone marrow cells to increase production of reticulocytes and red blood cells, wherein said
erythropoietin glycoprotein comprises the mature erythropoietin amino acid sequence of Fig. 6.
This formulation, with the source and process limitations emphasized, ensures that the
claim has a reasonable correlation to the specification, which principally discloses the
transfection method for producing EPO. Of course, were the patentee able to obtain and
disclose additional structural information on the EPO that he had made, including locations and
types of glycosyl groups on the various amino acids of the EPO, he would have been free to
draft composition claims with only structural limitations.201 The follow-on researcher, then,
could set out to make the claimed structures by the same or different process and, in the course
of doing so, confirm or disconfirm the operability and utility of the claimed invention. In the
absence of particularized structural information, however, the patentee would have to show
more than one method of making the claimed composition and confirm the utility of the
claimed material made by the two or more methods in order to obtain a valid composition
claim unencumbered by process limitations.

III. Required Process Limitations and Their Consequences
A. Enforcement of Process Limitations

The USPTO cannot require patent applicants to draft claims with specific types of
limitations. Patent examiners can, however, encourage patentees to use such limitations by
issuing Office Actions rejecting certain composition claims without process limitations for lack
of enablement.202 A proper analysis by an examiner would first consider the claim’s structural,
physical, and other limitations and determine the level of structural precision at which the
product is described in the claim. The EPO of Claim 3 of the ‘080 patent, for example, was
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described precisely at the level of its amino acid sequence but not at the level of glycosylation.
If the subject matter of the claim lacks structural precision (such as uncertain positioning of
glycosyl groups in glycoproteins), the examiner may then consider the claimed product as a
genus of processes for making it, if it is known in the art that process variations can lead to
uncertainties in the structure and utilities of the claimed product. Once the product is cast as a
genus of processes, the examiner would proceed with the standard enablement inquiry to see if
the disclosure supports the full product genus (i.e., composition claim that is not limited by a
process). How many processes for making the claimed product are described in the
specification? Are the disclosed processes sufficiently different, such as fully chemical and
recombinant methods for making EPO, as to be representative of the full product genus, free of
process limitations? Do products made by the different processes have the utilities asserted in
the patent? Would undue experimentation be required to select processes for making useful
embodiments of the product?
If the examiner determines that a composition claim free of process limitations is not
adequately supported by the specification, he or she should reject the claim as failing to meet
the enablement requirement of § 112 ¶ 1. The applicant can then amend the claim by
introducing appropriate process, structural, or physical limitations. For products whose
structure cannot be determined precisely, process limitations may be the only choice for
ensuring that the claim meets the enablement requirement.
B.

Potential Consequences of Enforcing Process Limitations

Clearly, process limitations would reduce the level of protection available to patentees in
the biotechnological arts, but whether or not such diminished protection would discourage or
encourage innovation is a difficult question. At the very least, commentators have identified a
tradeoff between too much and too little protection; as Merges and Nelson noted in a classic
paper, “every potential inventor is also a potential infringer . . . [A] ‘strengthening’ of property
rights will not always increase incentives to invent; it may do so for some pioneers, but it will
also greatly increase an improver’s chances of becoming enmeshed in litigation.”203 What seems
clear, however, is that patentees can retain a meaningful level of protection with claims that
include process limitations.
Consider a recent Federal Circuit case, decided several months after Sandoz, again dealing
with Amgen’s biotechnology products.204 In Hoffman-La Roche, one of the claims asserted by
Amgen was Claim 3 of the ‘933 patent, discussed extensively in Part II.E. The accused product,
called MIRCERA®, was made with “EPO produced in and purified from mammalian cells,”205
which was further modified with polyethylene glycol (PEG). The Federal Circuit affirmed the
district court’s summary denial of Judgment as a Matter of Law (JMOL) to Hoffman-La Roche
on the issue of non-infringement of Claim 3, thereby sustaining a jury verdict of infringement,
because “MIRCERA® embodies the human EPO and source limitations of the asserted
claims.”206 The “mammalian host cell” source limitation of Claim 3207 did not weaken the claim
to the point that Amgen could not win an infringement lawsuit. The researchers of Hoffman-La
Roche, a leading pharmaceutical company and a competitor of Amgen,208 made a product that
fell within the scope of Claim 3 of Amgen’s well-known ‘933 patent on EPO, source or process
limitations notwithstanding.
Claim 3 of the ‘933 patent and related claims also survived an invalidity challenge in the
same case, based on a prior publication by Eugene Goldwasser and co-workers,209 which
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disclosed EPO produced from human urine.210 Hoffman-La Roche argued that the “derived . . .
in a mammalian host cell” limitation was the only limitation of Claim 3 that was not disclosed
by Goldwasser. Because “a claimed product shown to be present in the prior art cannot be
rendered patentable solely by the addition of source or process limitation,”211 Hoffman-La
Roche asserted that Goldwasser’s urinary EPO anticipated Claim 3 of the ‘933 patent.212 The
court, however, pointed to expert testimony in the trial record, which demonstrated that
Amgen’s recombinant EPO differed structurally from the urinary EPO disclosed in the prior
art.213 The Federal Circuit agreed with the district court and Amgen’s experts in that “the
source limitation imparts both novel structure and function onto EPO”214 and upheld the
novelty of the disputed claim. This move is worth noting. Even though the claim at issue lacks
a novelty-imparting structural limitation, external evidence was admitted to show that a
process limitation corresponds to a structural difference between the claimed material and the
prior art, thereby rendering the claimed material novel. Acknowledgement that the structure
and function of a prior art EPO was difficult to reproduce and verify, so that the change in the
process apparently created a different structure (yet one that was not and probably could not be
captured in a structural limitation), rescued the validity of the claim from an anticipation
challenge.215
The Hoffman-La Roche decision shows that process limitations can be an important tool in
the hands of patent applicants. If potential structural limitations are difficult to pin down or
appear to be overly restrictive, a process limitation can be introduced as a proxy for a novel
structure and help establish the patentability of a claim over the prior art.216 Indeed, the unique
status of composition claims with process limitations, reflected in the fact that such claims are
not subject to the maxim “that which infringes if later anticipates if earlier,”217 may help make
up for the reduced level protection of such claims relative to “pure” composition claims. As the
Federal Circuit noted in Hoffman-La Roche, “an accused product may meet each limitation in a
claim, but not possess features imparted by a process limitation that might distinguish the
claimed invention from the prior art.”218
A related issue to consider is whether enforcement of the enablement requirement through
process limitations affects the analysis of whether prior art is sufficiently enabling as to be
anticipatory.219 In analyzing cases on enablement by prior art, the Federal Circuit noted: “The
disclosure in an assertedly anticipating reference must be adequate to enable possession of the
desired subject matter. It is insufficient to name or describe the desired subject matter, if it
cannot be produced without undue experimentation.”220 In biotechnological arts, it is likely that
prior art would almost always have to describe a method of making the disclosed product and
provide adequate identifying data in order to be enabling, since, as discussed above in Part II.B,
structure and identity of biotechnological products can be highly process-dependent and
difficult to ascertain.221 Furthermore, as Hoffman-La Roche suggests, an applicant can defeat the
charge of anticipation by submitting evidence of structural differences between the claimed
product and the material disclosed in prior art.222 Such an approach has the salutary effect of
rewarding applicants who perform laboratory experiments rather submit mere paper patent
applications.223 It is important to note, however, that this Article does not propose heightened
enablement or “working prototype” requirements for biotechnological arts. Rather, the Article
argues for restricting claims to certain process-dependent inventions to ensure
commensurability between claim scope and disclosure that is understood to be a part of the
enablement requirement in patent law.224
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Conclusion
The proposal described in this Article is controversial. It is unquestionable that process
limitations would weaken the level of protection available to patentees who invent in the field
of biotechnology. Nevertheless, the arguments advanced herein are meant to stay firmly within
the confines of the enablement doctrine as it has been developed from foundational cases such
as the Incandescent Lamp Patent case to modern decisions such as In re Fisher, In re Wands, and In
re Vaeck. The key insight of this Article is to treat processes as another form of species into
which a generic claim can be decomposed. Recognition that every product claim is really a
genus of processes adds another dimension to the space in which the unpredictability of the art
can play a role. The Article shows the importance of evaluating the genus of processes for
making a claimed product in the context of the enablement inquiry, as performed through the
underlying analyses of whether claim breadth is in “reasonable correlation” to the disclosures
of the specification and of whether the specification teaches those skilled in the art to practice
the subject matter of the invention without “undue experimentation.” In addition, the Article
advances a workable proposal for encouraging changes in claiming practice that can help foster
compliance with the enablement requirement of § 112 ¶ 1.
Several Federal Circuit decisions of the past two decades have shown discomfort with
broad claims of biotechnology.225 One judicial innovation for invalidating broad biotechnology
patents is the application of the written description requirement to originally filed claims.226
Although this line of cases has been vigorously criticized by a number of scholars,227 the Federal
Circuit has recently affirmed the existence of the written description requirement and its
potential application to originally filed claims in an en banc decision.228 Another approach for
cabining the claims directed to the subject matter of biotechnology is to limit the scope of the
claims to embodiments known at the time of the filing,229 but this proposal runs into conflict
with the venerable doctrine of allowing the patentee to capture some of the upside from
unforeseeable after-arising technologies that fall within the literal scope of its claims.230 Finally,
some commentators have suggested doing away with the doctrine that treats “natural extracts”
as patentable subject matter.231 Such a prohibition, however, contravenes well-established
caselaw,232 and, in any case, probably would not apply to synthetic proteins made using
engineered cells.
In contrast, the approach outlined herein relies on the enablement doctrine, which is less
controversial than the written description doctrine,233 attempts to achieve consistency with
recent Federal Circuit case law dealing with the enablement requirement,234 and applies the
holding of a recent case that clarified the status of process limitations in infringement
analysis.235 Moreover, the approach of this Article is consistent with the doctrine that claims
may be invalid for lack of enablement if they read on a large number of inoperative
embodiments.236 Most importantly, however, this Article strives to help make the enablement
doctrine of patent law more consonant with the research community’s requirements of
operability and verifiability, which themselves are based on the fundamental norm of
reproducibility.
1. MICHAEL C. H. MCKUBRE, THE IMPORTANCE OF REPLICATION, in ICCF-14 INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON
CONDENSED MATTER NUCLEAR SCIENCE 1 (2008) (internal quotations omitted).
2. IUPAC COMPENDIUM OF CHEMICAL TERMINOLOGY 567 (2d ed. 1997).
3. See, e.g., Kenneth Chang, Columbia Chemistry Professor Is Retracting 4 More Papers, N.Y. TIMES, June 15, 2006.
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16. Wands, 858 F.2d at 735.
17. See Subhashini Chandrasekharan, Sapka Kumar, Cory M. Valley & Arti Rai, Proprietary Science, Open Science and the
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intended result does not negative novelty.”); PPG Indus., Inc. v. Guardian Indus. Corp., 75 F.3d 1558, 1566 (Fed. Cir. 1996)
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anticipatory art. See, e.g., Elan Pharms., Inc. v. Mayo Found. for Med. Educ. & Research, 346 F.3d 1051, 1054 (Fed. Cir. 2003).
24. See supra note 23. To be sure, the standards for enablement under § 112 and enablement by anticipatory prior art
under § 102 are not identical. For example, the potentially anticipatory reference does not have to disclose any utility in
order to be enabling for the purposes of anticipation. See Rasmusson v. SmithKline Beecham Corp., 413 F.3d 1318, 1326
(Fed. Cir. 2005) (stating that “a prior art reference need not demonstrate utility in order to serve as an anticipating reference
under section 102“).
25. MPEP § 2121.02.
26. See, e.g., In re Wiggins, 488 F.2d 538 (C.C.P.A. 1973). The applicant may convey information about trying and failing
to reproduce prior art experiments to the USPTO in a “Rule 132” affidavit. 37 C.F.R. § 1.132 (West 2010). For an example of
a Rule 132 affidavit, see U.S. Pat. App. No. 11/867,587, Amendment and Request for Reconsideration after Non-Final Rejection, at
28–33 (filed July 14, 2009).
27. See Atlas Powder Co. v. E.I. du Pont De Nemours & Co., 750 F.2d 1569, 1577 (Fed. Cir. 1984).
28. See, e.g., Christopher A. Harkins, Fending off Paper Patents and Patent Trolls: A Novel “Cold Fusion” Defense Because
Changing Times Demand It, 17 ALB. L.J. SCI. & TECH. 407 (2007); Sean B. Seymore, Heightened Enablement in the Unpredictable
Arts, 56 UCLA L. REV. 127 (2008).
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See generally Mark A. Lemley, Rational Ignorance at the Patent Office, 95 NW. U. L. REV. 1495 (2001).
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draft claims supported by prophetic examples must bear the burden of demonstrating enablement. See Seymore, supra note
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protection sought by the claims, unless such knowledge is reasonably accessible to the PHOSITA.”) (citation omitted). As
the law stands now, the burden is on the USPTO to demonstrate lack of enablement, even for paper patents. See id.
31. See Amgen, Inc. v. Chugai Pharm. Co., Ltd., 927 F.2d 1200, 1212 (Fed. Cir. 1991), cert. denied, 502 U.S. 856 (1991)
(“What is required is an adequate disclosure of the best mode, not a guarantee that every aspect of the specification be
precisely and universally reproducible.”) While this statement refers to the best mode requirement of § 112 ¶ 1, it can apply
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1560 (Fed. Cir. 1995), the Federal Circuit relied partly on the research community’s expectations to hold that, for a claimed
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39. Sandoz, 566 F.3d at 1291.
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92. Id. at 1299–1320.
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94. Atlantic Thermoplastics Co., Inc. v. Faytex Corp., 974 F.2d 1279, 1281–98 (Fed. Cir. 1992) (Newman, J., dissenting
from the denial of rehearing en banc).
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